
A bit of background on me. 
I did NOT attend dance studios as a kid! I was a young creative who loved to use music and movement as a healing and
empowering way to deal with years of difficulty. I was drawn to hip hop, perhaps because the idea of empowerment through
movement naturally drew me to the art form. Since there wasn't any money to send me to a dance studio, I lucked out when
a central NJ performing arts high school was auditioning for new dancers. Upon admission, I quickly learned that my next 4
years ( and college for that matter) would be dedicated to an education focused program of Modern, Ballet, & more. 

          This was my first dance experience.

Once I was able to graduate and direct my focus exclusively toward hip hop, I lucked out a second time. The company I
auditioned for ( Hip Hop crew, "Wildstyle" )  was under the direction of an artist that held a high appreciation for hip hop
dance culture. In addition to hip hop, I trained in b-boy(breakdancing), locking, popping, & more.

Far removed from an environment where my love of hip hop could be expressed in a weekly choreography-heavy class, I
learned to appreciate the actual history and complexity of street dance. When it was time to extend my  role to
teacher/choreographer,I only saw hip hop as  a rich culture.  Furthermore, I only saw dance education through the lens of
arts programs and the training received in ballet/modern. My base method quickly became authentic street dance, through
the long term process and approach given to other dance genres. Learning the process of the dance studio system as an
employee for nearly two decades has allowed me to take what has been a technique focused, long term training  styled
program, and work it into  dance studio standards from recreational to competitive environments.

My classroom doesn't mimic the typical "keep class moving" ideas expected of a choreography heavy hip hop class, nor does
it reflect a purely modern/social experience students are already familiar with. My classroom seeks out the importance of key
elements in studio dance classes in order to find the (educational) equivalent in hip hop. Much like ballet barre, my own
warm-ups don't simply serve to warm up dancers. They serve as time to develop proper form and technique.  There are
pioneers of street dance just as there are pioneers of modern. There are rules and standards in place for costume choice,
footwear, music, & other elements that allow hip hop dancers to feel and work more authentically in hip hop. This entire
approach prioritizes  true development of skill from even the most basic level, over the need for quick feel-good
choreography(Although those classes are important too!).

 
Primary Dance Genres We Explore:

 
Hip Hop

B-boy
Locking
Popping

Lessons Students receive each school year:

Technique for some or all of above listed styles - Terminology - Dance History - Creative Movement (Freestyle)
Creative Movement( Choreography Composition) - Choreography Execution - Pre-Professional Development

 
Why does this method work?

 
Dance studios have standards and expectations. Studio owners and parents that are unfamiliar with hip hop can potentially
be dismissive of the larger lessons in the genre. The common expectation that hip hop should simply be a "hip hop
movement"  version of other dance classes or only utilized as the fun class can seriously water down the quality of class. On
the flip side, many standards of hip hop can come into direct conflict with studio standards. From the technical development
to the overall atmosphere of a hip hop environment, the more "hip hop" it is, the less "dance studio" it is.  This method finds
all the ways to make hip hop educational so that neither the dance studio or the art form are diluted in the process.

My history with dance and the formation of my method.


